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Using the Flying Saucer API with iText PDF, you can convert HTML content into PDF. The following examples will help you understand, to some extent, the transformation of XHTML into PDF. Examples of Flying Saucer API: You can find these resources at flysaucer-R8.zip: core-renderer.jar iText-2.0.8.jar. Пример1: Использование ресурса XML: // если у вас есть HTML-источник в руке, используйте
его для создания документа документа-объекта Документ xMLResource.load (новый ByteArrayInputStream (yourXhtmlContentAsString.getBytes() ). getDocument (); ITextRenderer render - new ITextRenderer renderer.setDocument renderer.layout(); FileNameWithPath - outletFileFolder - PDF-XhtmlRendered.pdf; FileOutPutStream fos - new FileOutputStream (fileNameWithPath); renderer.createPDF
(fos); fos.close (); System.out.println (File 1: ' - fileNameWithPath - 'created.); Example2: Using direct XHTML input into the document: ITextRenderer renderer - new ITextRenderer(); If you have an HTML source in your hand, use it to create a renderer.setDocumentFromString (yourXhtmlContentAsString); renderer.layout(); FileNameWithPath - outletFileFolder - PDF-FromHtmlString.pdf; FileOutPutStream
fos - new FileOutputStream (fileNameWithPath); renderer.createPDF (fos); fos.close (); System.out.println (File 2: ' - fileNameWithPath - 'created.); Examples of iText API Use: You can find these resources here: core-renderer.jar itextpdf-5.2.1.jar Example3: Use HTML Worker: com.itextpdf.text.Document document - new com.itextpdf.text.document (com.itextpdfdf.text.PageSize.A4); FileNameWithPath -
outletFileFolder - PDF-HtmlWorkerParsed.pdf; FileOutPutStream fos - new FileOutputStream (fileNameWithPath); com.itextpdfdf.text.pdf.PdfWriter pdfWriter - com.itextpdfdf.text.pdf.PdfWriter.getInstance (document, fos); document.open(); If necessary, you can add a document.addAuthor meta document; document.addCreator document.addSubject (HtmlWoker Parsed Pdf by iText);
document.addCreationDate(); document.addTitle (HtmlWoker Parsed Pdf by iText) / com.itextpdf.text.html.simpleparser.HTMLWorker htmlWorker - new com.itextpdf.text.html.simpleparser.HTMLWorker htmlWorker.parse (new StringReader (sb.toString)); document.close(); fos.close (); System.out.println (File 3: ' - fileNameWithPath - 'created.); Creating PDFs can be a difficult job. If you've ever worked with
engine templates like Jasper you probably know what I mean. On the other hand, HTML makes it extremely easy to describe documents. So why not use HTML to create PDFs? The following post shows a simple approach to creating PDF files with Thymeleaf and Flying Saucer templates in plain Java. GitHub example: PDF Our PDF rendering pipeline consists of two main steps: using Thymeleaf, we
populate XHTML patterns with data to obtain a simple XHTML document. We save this XHTML document as a PDF with Flying Saucer. Please note that both steps are independent. You can easily use any other formulaic engine (just like Apache FreeMarker) or even a simple XHTML. However, I would prefer Thymeleaf as it is a mature engine template, especially if you are working in a spring environment.
Setting up the project To start rendering we need three different dependencies that we can find in Maven: group compilation: 'org.thymeleaf', name: 'thymeleaf', version: '3.0.6.RELEASE'compile group: 'org.xhtmlrenderer', title: flying-saucer-core, version: '9.1.6'compile group: 'org.xhtmlrenderer', name: 'flying-saucer-pdf-itext5', version: '9.1.6' Project structure should look like this: Thymeleaf pattern pattern
Thymeleaf, which we use is fairly simple. It simply contains a suggestion and a variable to fill in the data. Please note that this is a very simple example. Thymeleaf is much more powerful and provides concepts such as for loops, if-statements and Java method urges from templates. You will find many tutorials on the Internet. Hello! My name is Name! It will replace the variable $-name with actual data.
Eventually, we get a simple HTML that we could open in any browser. ClassLoaderTemplateResolver resolver template - new ClassLoaderTemplateResolver (); templateResolver.setSuffix (.html); templateResolver.setTemplateMode (HTML); TemplateEngineEngine template - new TemplateEngine();templateEngine.setTemplateResolver (templateResolver); Contextual context - new context
();context.setVariable (name, Thomas);/ / Get a simple HTML with a permitted $'name variable! HTML line - Engine.process pattern PDF Generation Generation actual PDF is pretty easy now. We basically put an HTML line on a PDF render that returns the tote stream generated by PDF. The basic layout is suitable for our example, but we could also include some CSS in order to style the PDF.
OutputStream - new FileOutputStream (message.pdf);ITextRenderer renderer - new ITextRenderer ();renderer.setDocumentFromString (html);renderer.createPDF (exitStream); Extended Topics Many important topics are not covered in the most basic example above. However, I want to give some external links and hints on a couple of points: You can use CSS in order to generate page numbers from
Flying Saucer as described here. Thymeleaf patterns can be divided into fragments. These fragments can be incorporated into other templates and provide reusable building blocks for documents (such as a title or footer). Read more here. More you'll find a running example on Thymeleaf Flying Plate, Thymeleaf and Spring Part 2 Go to Part 2 for a deeper deep in styling with CSS and images. Best of all,
Thomas We will keep this tutorial short and sweet. Here you can find simple steps on how you can convert any HTML source page into a PDF document, including all resource files such as images (PNG, JPG, SVG), styles and scripts. We will use the open source Flying Saucer library. This library uses a modified and old version of Itext. The main steps here: Creating CSS for printing (we won't cover these
steps, it's different for each platform and web page) Creating a custom Itext Renderer (we'll redefine the standard, simple change to allow with PdfWriter at an earlier stage) Custom user-agent (we'll redefine the standard, we'll give another option to include showing SVG images on our PDF generated) In this class, we'll call the page to get the source code. For example, we will use where I have a web page
because it is simple and clean. You can get the source code in several ways, we recommend the following: Create and execute http client (no library required) Using Chrome Driver and Selenium (slower, but good if you need content after performing JS), good for dynamic content After that, we should call HtmlCleaner ().celean (html) method for cleaning HTML. Now we have a cleaner and more prepared
HTML that we need to convert into pdf documents. First of all, you need to create OutputStream with the purpose of your PDF. You can use dynamic PDF creation to make sure your code won't throw any exceptions. After that, you need to create a custom PdfWriter. To do this, you need to create a Format Rectangle, A3 in our case and a document (Itext). Using a rectangle and a document to get a copy of
the writer. OutputStream must be a PDF document. When you do with this, you need to initiate the new ItextRenderer, this will be a modified one, on this render you have to pass two parameters that Are PdfWriter and Document, you will initiate it in the designer. Next you may or may not add ITextFontResolver, but you should add CustomUserAgent, which will take care of showing our SVG images (this
library does not support this by default). Finally, use the render and call createPdf function. Custom Itext User-Agent This part is very important when you're generating a PDF because this library doesn't support showing SVG images, we have to do it ourselves. First of all, you need to override the getImageResource method, and inside call our new feature, which will take care of showing the SVG image if
the .svg extension is otherwise a method call from the parent class. After that, you need a function where you will visualize the SVG image. We will The PdfWriter that we created in the main class, if we use different ones, our PDF will not look right. Custom Itext Renderer And the last step of our custom Itext Renderer, we need this because we want to pass the same PdfWriter PdfWriter createPdf features
for our custom agent user. What you need to do to initiate _writer in the designer and install the writer on ITextOutputDevice. Now you're good to go and create pdf files from HTML. Here's our example. Example. java flying saucer html to pdf example. flying saucer convert html to pdf example
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